ET Profile
Name:
Race:
Home Planet /Star:
Dimension:
Distance from Earth:
Calling:
Service to Earth:

Earth Incarnations:
Books:
Videos:

Tiannia
Vega
Elteron, Vegan Constellation
4th
25 light years
Ashtar Command Ground Crew.
As Lightworker Sharon Stewart channeling various ET's to
spread messages on earth; Light warrior – under Ashtar
Sheran helping to fight the dark here on earth
one in Atlantis, Sharon Stewart (present)
on Amazon.com also worldwide at e-book sellers
Youtube

Biographical Information:
Twin flame of Ivo, together since the beginning, mother of two children – Enoch and Iannna.
Daughter of Leonar and Vary, sister of Merton of Vega. By profession, Tiannnia (pro. Chee-an-ay-a) is
a Mediator for galactic races. From this work, Tiannia knows many across the galaxy which helps to
contribute to this database.
A 12th dimensional, Tiannia has come back from the future with twin flame, Ivo, to do this work.
Incarnated on earth as Sharon Stewart, Tiannia's body waits in stasis for the day she can come alive
again to be with her mate, children and back with the loving people of Vega.
Interests in her life on Vega include music, where she plays a keyboard instrument called an urnithet.
Philosophy is another favourite where she and Ivo discuss concepts till the sun goes down. Another
favourite is her mate, Ivo, who she adores. Tiannia loves nature and enjoys the heady gardens of
Elteron and the wonderful waters in which they swim.
About 350 of our earth years old, Tiannia looks forward to living to around 3 – 5,000 years old on
Elteron. Their stressless lifestyles and lives of beauty and abundance help to keep the Elteronians
young at heart.
Occasionally Tiannia joins Ivo on his ship, the Tiannia, as he has been here around earth for several
lifetimes.
Quotes:
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